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YOUR BOOKMARK

EVENTS QUICK
GLANCE

PARKING INSIDER

Adelaide Insight Forum
- How will we pay for
parking in the future?
14 November 2017
Parking Australia AGM
Adelaide 14 November 2017
Parking Australia
Board Meeting
Adelaide 15 November 2017
International Driverless
Vehicle Summit & Welcome
Event
Adelaide 15-17 November
2017
Gulf Parking 2017
4-6 December, Dubai

CEO's Message
Based on the delegate feedback, our second
OUTLOOK conference was a huge success.
We were well up on both delegate and exhibitor
numbers from 2015 and this has certainly given
the organising committee something to
consider as we commence our planning of
PACE 18. The Parking Industry Awards saw a
record number of entries and just under $6000 raised in about 5 minutes for
our charity of choice SARAH. The delegate sessions proved to be a forum for
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WELCOME NEW
MEMBERS

information sharing with popular topics such as smart cities, car ownership,
electric vehicles, and planning for the future of on street parking - being well
attended. A shark tank session saw the idea of selling on street parking as a
business highly debated between the panel of sharks. The tech talk breakfast
provided a fantastic overview of suppliers' current and future plans.
Events, advocacy and policy are priorities for Parking Australia for the next 18
months...Read more...

Annual General Meeting notice
This year's Annual General Meeting (AGM) for
Parking Australia Ltd will take place on 14
November at Adelaide Town Hall. Members of
Parking Australia are invited to nominate for the
position of Director on the Board of Parking
Australia. The AGM notice, including agenda
and call for nominations are now available on
the Parking Australia website.

NEW TO MEMBER
RESOURCES

Presentations from
OUTLOOK
Scan your membership
card QR code to access the
latest member resources or
click here

EXPRESS
PARKING NEWS

Highlights from OUTLOOK 2017
OUTLOOK 2017 saw some high profile
speakers presenting on the top trending
topics in parking. 250 industry professionals
attended Sydney's Star Event Centre to see
18 national and international speakers from
the USA, Canada and Japan presenting
sessions over two days, supported by 35
exhibiting companies. The great news is
that many of the fantastic sessions from
OUTLOOK 2017 are still available to watch
again on Parking Australia's Facebook
Page.

Highlights from OUTLOOK

Upgraded parking solutions for City of
Ryde
A growing region like the City of Ryde needs
infrastructure systems to match that growth. To
manage the public space efficiently, Councils
need forward thinking solutions, from parks
management to managing parking. For Ryde
Council in metropolitan Sydney, this means
staying on top of parking demands in the
Macquarie Park corridor - an area expected to
double in both floor space and working
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population over the next 14 years. Read more...

Stuck in traffic: we need a smarter
approach to congestion
First autonomous shuttle
service in France to operate
in mixed traffic launched
Bikeshare parking problem is
not unique to Seattle
ASX listed Smart Parking
trials Google Cloud IoT Core

#PARKINGTRENDS
Help us to uncover the latest
trends in parking by sharing
your parking interests or hot
topics in parking - join our
LinkedIn group
#parkingtrends2017 to start
contributing ideas.

WE'RE SOCIAL

Traffic congestion costs us billions of dollars
each year - so we are told - and population
growth is not letting up. When road rage meets
large economic costs, it's little wonder our
politicians are desperate to do something.
The trouble is, too often that "something" is a
great big new freeway. Building more roads
isn't the best answer, because the roads we
have are mostly up to the job - if only we could
make better use of them by spreading traffic out beyond the morning and
evening peaks. Read more...

Why ticketless parking matters
To many parking customers, the term 'cashless
parking' is often associated with mobile phone
payment options that are heavily discredited by
the media for being inconvenient. But despite
this, parking operators across the globe are
quietly and quickly embracing cashless parking
solutions. Read more...

Parking Australia members discount for
Driverless Vehicle Summit
The Australia and New Zealand Driverless
Vehicle Initiative (ADVI) invites you to gain
access to global thought leadership on the
subject of driverless vehicles, at their upcoming
Summit from 16-17 November at Adelaide
Covention Centre. Learn about ADVI activities
from an array of prominent ADVI partners and
other national and international experts. PA
members are entitled to a 20% discount on
registration. Find out more...

How can you improve your customers
parking experience?
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As the first touchpoint with your business, it is
essential to eliminate the frustration that often
accompanies finding a parking space.
Research by Columbia Business School has
proven that a relaxed and happy customer is
willing to spend more money and more likely to
become a repeat customer. Read more...

Smarter Parking for Sydney's iconic
Bondi Beach
Waverley is the most densely populated local
authority area in Australia, and has
correspondingly high levels of car ownership.
Factor in the year-round popularity of one of
New South Wales' most iconic tourist
destinations, and it's easy to see why the
Council's Parking Services Division places a
high priority on fair, accurate and consistent
management of access to car parking.

Queensland regulates taxis and ridesharing services
Comprehensive changes to the personalised
transport industry came into effect on 1
October in Queensland, including a new chain
of responsibility framework, more stringent
safety requirements and an updated licensing
framework. Minister for Main Roads, Road
Safety and Ports Mark Bailey said the
changes were a key milestone in Stage 2 of
the Queensland Government's reforms to the
industry. Read more...

Parking & Traffic Consultants rebrands to
ptc.
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Parking & Traffic Consultants have announced
a rebrand and new look under the name of
'ptc.' With a new string in their bow through the
addition of communication design, ptc. have
expanded their existing services of parking,
traffic and civil engineering."By extending our
involvement from the car park into other parts
of the built environment, we can now
comfortably say that the 'customer experience'
is being considered in its entirety", said a recent press release. Read more....

Featured Corporate Members
Gold Members

Silver Members

CONTACT US

Parking Australia
P.O. Box 47
Douglas Park NSW 2569
Tel: 1300 787 233
Email: paa@parking.asn.au
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